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Work & Careers Workplace Vaccination

BHP workers face sack as unions lose privacy
challenge to jab policy

David Marin-Guzman Workplace correspondent

Jan 31, 2022 – 2.02pm

Hundreds of BHP miners could face the sack for not handing over proof of their

COVID-19 inoculation status after mining unions lost a critical challenge to the

company’s vaccine mandate.

BHP confirmed on Monday that more than 91 per cent of its Queensland employees

at mines in the Bowen Basin had provided evidence of double jabs after the

company’s deadline passed at midnight on Sunday.

But that still left at least 400 of the state’s 11,000 employees and contractors who

had not yet provided proof.

Fair Work backed BHP’s collection of workers’ vaccination data after the company raised concerns workers
were faking proof of jabs. Peter Braig
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The deadline came as the Fair Work Commission rejected Queensland mining

unions’ challenge to BHP’s vaccination mandate on the grounds that the company’s

collection of workers’ sensitive data breached privacy laws.

The mining giant expects the proportion of vaccinated workers to continue to rise,

with the numbers growing significantly since late December, when as many as 40

per cent had not consented to confirming their vaccination status.

However, Construction, Forestry, Maritime, Mining and Energy Union Queensland

mining division president Stephen Smyth said BHP had refused to extend its

deadline.

“Mine workers should not lose their jobs if they are not ready to get vaccinated or

don’t want to share their vaccination status with BHP,” he said.

“We will support any members who are stood down and possibly terminated, but

reinstatement is unlikely for workers who receive a ‘show cause’ letter and don’t

comply with the site access requirement to be vaccinated against COVID-19 as

determined by the FWC.”

Different rules for hospitality

In the commission, the CFMEU and other unions questioned why the “green tick

approach” of showing digital vaccination certificates, rather than handing over

personal data, was acceptable at Blackwater Hotel but not Blackwater Mine.
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BHP countered that it had already caught two workers faking their vaccination

[https://www.afr.com/work-and-careers/workplace/bhp-faces-privacy-challenge-to-vax-mandate-

as-miners-caught-faking-jab-20220118-p59p3e] certificates and needed to collect the

records to avoid further fraud.

Deputy president Ingrid Asbury said the arrival of omicron did not change the

reasonableness of BHP’s vaccination policy, finding vaccinated people still

transmitted the virus at a lower rate than the unvaccinated and that vaccination

was the “most effective and efficient [https://www.afr.com/work-and-

careers/workplace/bhp-vaccine-mandate-unlawful-fair-work-rules-20211203-p59ep0]” control

to combat COVID-19.

She said allowing even just one unvaccinated worker to slip through the net could

be “catastrophic” if that person was infected by COVID-19.

‘Limited legal options to challenge
sackings’

“Mine sites are not hotels, they are workplaces under [BHP’s] control and in respect

of which there are a broad range of statutory and common law obligations to

ensure the health and safety of all persons who access them,” she said.

“It is neither safe nor reasonable to require that a coal mine operator use an access

system for verifying vaccination status that is designed for hospitality and retail

establishments.”

She said the alternative, to check miners’ vaccination certificates every day at entry,

was “at best unworkable and at worst chaotic”.

Mr Smyth warned that with the FWC backing BHP’s right to impose the mandatory

vaccination policy, “legal options to challenge sackings will be very limited”.

He said the union had encouraged members to get vaccinated but accused BHP of

taking a “heavy-handed” approach, arguing it could have relied on social

distancing, testing, personal protective equipment and hygiene.
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BHP vaccine mandate unlawful, Fair Work rules
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”Our position is clear. There is no public health order in Queensland requiring

compulsory vaccination for mine workers and we don’t believe mining companies

should impose them unilaterally.”

A BHP spokesman said that “the vast majority of our people have chosen to be

vaccinated, making our workplaces and communities safer”.

“Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, the health and safety of our people, their

families and the communities in which we operate has remained our No. 1

priority,” he said.

“Vaccination remains the most effective control available to combat the risk of

serious illness and possible death from COVID-19.”

David Marin-Guzman writes about industrial relations, workplace, policy and leadership from

Sydney. Connect with David on Twitter. Email David at david.marin-guzman@afr.com
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